
374 A SURVEY OF MY OWN 

MARCH 6, 1972 LOUIS M. PRINCE 

Contentment and release prevail upon s itting 
down to write a paper for the Literary Club. Releas e 
because the writer is at liberty to say whatever 
comes to mind, and what he really thinks about the 
proposition of his choice. 

Prost itution of the heart is an immorality 
of the worst order , is it not? But with the papers 
here there is no publishers ' commercial appetite to 
satisfy. There is no market for counterfeit ideas, 
nor is it necessary to conform to established doctrineE 
or opinions , escept one's own, so that human dignity 
is always here. 

Compliant mariners, we are guided tactfully 
away from hazardous subjects, gently nudged by the 
drift of current papers, or by the volumes of the 
past, leafed through in peaceable seclusion . 

Pornography is absent . Very scarce are 
passages, artistic or other wise , describing the sexual 
act itself. This lack is striking, because , in the 
world outs ide this house, especially within America, 
sex is a most beloved muse. Sex to some is the Americ~ 
elan vitale; these, to be sure , are not students of 
Bergson. Possibly the void occurs because someone 
must , after all , read the paper in thi s room before 
his friends, and the excruciating embarrassment of 
vocalizing the act (an aspect of our older generation 
hangup) must deter all of us . I t certainly does me, 
and I intend to leave the untouched subject to some 
new young member . Discreetly handled,W8 will sometime 
hear a memorable "first". 

Less t actfully we are asked no~ to bore the 
assembly with papers advertiz~ng ?ur buslness or pro-

however fascinating It mlght seem to be . fession, 
W find the feeling of contentment in the 

knowledge t~at the present mem?er ship, ~ourteou~ and 
kindly, restrains itself from lnte:ruptl~ns SUCit:~S 
shouts or catcalls during the read:ng. " orne ~ _ 
are uided by the degree of atte~tlon wlth w~lch they 
th "nk

g the Club will listen, knowlng that durlng a 
l "11 ze Others well written paper only a few Wl snoo . 
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seem indifferent to this phenomenon. Yet none ever 
leaves because of disagreement with what is being 
read, or because of boredom. 

Where else can one read exactly what one 
pleases, confident that his audience will sit docile 
'til the end? Even a quiet herd of cattle moves off 
sometimes for no apparent reason. 

Quotations and documentation of sctentific 
or h istoric data are tolerated but seldom if ever 
investigated, and it is quite permissable to make a 
statement of opinion as if it were fact, just as in 
some columns in the field of journalism. The rela
tionship of research to plagiarism has been amply 
covered in previous papers this year. 

Mindful of thel:le hypotheses, it occurred 
to me that I could report the results of a survey 
which I have often thought of making, and intersperse 
it with comments and deductions as they came to mind. 
Why not? 

To be candid , it is a survey which has no 
scientific basis, for two reasons. First, I dislike 
Science. I am no longer interested in things which 
are accur ate , having been satiated with logic and 
precision in my day time environs. Anatole France 
said, "To know is nothing at all, to imagine is 
everything".* I am now fascinated by the mystical, 
the miraculous, and certain elements of the metaphYSical. 
I am entertained by whatever pretenut3 to be accurate 
and is subsequently exposed as fraud. 

Second , my survey is unsci entific because 
I had already decided on the co.nclusions before I 
began the questioning, a procedure not describable 
as either empiric or original . Nevertheless I present 
the conclus ions toward the end of my report, as a 
means of graceful termination. 

My survey began sometime last Fall, when 
f 'd t'ally "Tell me what has 

I asked a friend con ~ en fl 'life,?" iUs particular 
been the happiest perlod 0 your . 

* Th~12~a~u~D'~h~t:..=e:.::r~o:.=f:-::C:..::l:....::e:.:.:m:..;e;.;;n~t;...i_n_e Anatole France, ~ e ~ 
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answer i -s unrecorded , because it was quite COTlvp.n
tional and did not contribute toward substantiation 
of the conclusions, previously drawn. 

Parenthetically, and without wishing to be 
pompous or repetitive, I would remind those here of 
the historical signif icance of the "pursuit of happi
ness" in our nation. We declared this civil right 
for everyone, so it io not a world of idiots I must 
explore. I ask about a spiritual contentment type 
of happiness, as opposed to the collection of worldly 
goods or even wisdom, a point in sympathy, incidentall~ 
with a paper read last year . To for~stall too serious 
a judgement, I quote a Frenchman on a Dane : "Hamlet 
is a poor prince, because he speculates about a 
skull ".* Conversely, my survey question, unbound from 
scientific authority, invites the subject to ramble 
on cheerily about himself, leaving the meditation 
and analysis to me, a poor Hamlet. 

During recent months I asked the same questi -
of a number of people; I have no idea how many. A 
sympathetic mood was usually developed, somewhat 
artificially a t times, beC81Jf!p. it is awkward to o-pen 
a conversation withthe question. To encourage spon
taneity, refreshment time was easiest. Over coffee 
or a cocktail I could explain what I was doing and 
expand the queotion in such a way af! to prevent an 
answer recounting a moment of one ' s life. I could not 
accept a daughter's gr aduat ion ceremony, consummation 
of a love affair, a hole in one, or some such single 
event as a "period" of happ iness. My people understoo d 
quite readily that I wanted an era of happiness in 
their life time. In duration this could be longer 
than a thirty year love affair, or as brier as a 
weekend pass in Paris. My request was .for a cOIltinuing 
experience, or state of mind , of sufficient inten~ity 
to affect measurably one's behaviour and outlook In 
the way described. I did not seek a specific happening. 
however grand, which would be isolat ed or.merely part 
of a pattern. The pattern itself could qUlte ag~auly 
qualify as the answer, but, as you see , it would have 
to be a series of happenings , great and small . These 

* Emil e Alain, mast er in the Lycee at Rouen, early 
1900s. 
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could all add up to a sum of happiness , or to a re
cognizable lessening of unhappiness, over a period 
of time . 

No one was unable to answer and no one de
clined to answer my question ; in fact at times a 
torrent was forthcoming . Everyone looked at me first 
with amusement or surprise, then thoughtfully. I 
might clarify the question or repeat it; but very 
soon I would get an answer , often several answeI'S, 
in which case I chose the answer most compatible to 
my conclusion, or provocative of discussion within 
its framework. 

There was usually humor , because it was 
apparent in every instance that the subject revelled 
in the conversation . 

The answers were surprisingly quick, but 
not flippant in their tone. None were spur of the 
moment answers, as you encounter in those television 
interviews with people on the street: successions of 
strangers being asked to comment on some important 
current question such as the batting order of the 
Reds, or a pleasing length for ladies' skirts ; the 
answers are always hodgepodge or self-conscious. My 
answers on the other hand were quite well constructed, 
as if the question had been faced long ago, and 
studied with reflection ever since. 

To be sure, I did not question anyone with 
whom I was not well acquainted, and I am, by chance , 
acquainted with some widely different types, as you 
shall see. 

At the beginning I saw the need to conduct 
my i nterviews with only one individual at a time, in 
private. The disorder in doing otherwise is apparent 
if one should ask, for example, a married couple 
sitting cozily hand in hand : "What have been the 
happiest periods of your lives? " Although the question 
is obviously neither gracious nor grammatical in the 
plural number, it is stranger, biologically speaking, 
in the singular. And unless it is answered promptly 
with utmost tact by the dominant mate, a seed of un
plea santness is sown, at the least . Likewise with 
the plural, unless, Gilbert and Sullivan-like , they 
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answer identically i n unison. Most improbable of cours =_ 

Several f my interviews were with parents 
of the same age as myself, with the same outlook, 
and from the same c mfortable cubbyhole of our belovec 
"establishment ", 1;0 adopt the triteness of our time. 
The se were sympa _ etic exchanges, of ten over cocktail~ 
and with a single r efrain: things were jolliest when 
responsibility was least severe . 

My fr iend Sydney, case history number one , 
runs a toy busines s and is always smiling, if not 
grinning a big whi te grin. He not only is a super
salesman, but knovs more stories than anyone . He is 
easy to listen to ; you never wonder when to laugh, 
because Sydney g i v es the signal . He laughs himself, 
at the right plac es, louder than everybody. 

Withou - o u ch thought, I had imagined Sydney, 
with his successful business , his grown family , a nd 
his cheerful laug~ , as an ideally happy domesticated 
man, though not unburdened . But I was far from being 
right. Sydney' s reply was prompt and delivered with 
his friendly gr in beneath the big moustache. His 
ha.ppies L Limp- s were years agu aL CUlLtlllUia, while 
studying toward h~s Master's. He was studying hard 
with meagre fund s to live on. At the same time he 
was courting hi s wife to be . He felt no responsi
bilities , although presw.nably he was a.nxious to assume 
some. There were no sacrifices, although he was 
prepared to make them . The assumption of the responsi
bilities, and t h e performance of the sacrifices in 
the ensuing years, brought fulfillment , he hastened 
to explain. But , very definitely, the.happiest tim~ 
was embarrassingly long ago , beare achlevement of hlS 
goals when responsibility was absent , within some 
ivied sanctuary in upper Manhattan . 

Not surprising, in the least, when compared 
to my notes of other interviews. Oon?idcr Hel~n, who 
incidentally, should sta y away fr om gln cocktalls: 

Havincr be en a very eager sort for nesting 
and cohabitatio~ Helen bore too many children. In 
conse quence, she ' had leaned heav~ly on Spo~k, Gesell, 
and others of their s ch ool to gUlde her chlldren 
through the formative years. Problems of development 
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were dealt with, as they arose, in the scientific 
but permissive fashion of the era. Because the 
children now are self-sufficient, financially at 
l east, I had supposed Helen might choo se the present 
as her period of greates t contentment, following 
decades of aimiable turbulence. 

I drew her away from the noisy room early 
in the party. As she sipped her f irst martini I asked 
my question, and was immediately rewarded by her full 
attention. In a tiny tinkling vOice, she described 
wi th disarming clarity her early married life, 
f ollowing the wedding and before the first child. 

"It was the happiest time of my life", 
Helen assured me, as Ibrought her a second potation. 
"We never argued; each day was more pleasant than the 
n ext (sic). No responsibilities, you know". 

With a distinctness in pronunciation which 
customarily prevails during her second drink , Helen 
r elated hOW, with the arrival of the first born, the 
first argument oc~urred, about breast feeding, I 
believe . Ever since there had been quarrels galore, 
which she began to describe in some detail. Each 
one seemed to concern Spock, Gesell, and the children's 
behaviour. 

Snatching a third martini from a passing 
tray, shrillness overtook the distinct pronunciation 
wh ile Helen described an everlasting mirage : When 
t he children reach a certain age, theworries must 
dissolve. Not at all; it seemed instead the worrie s 
melded into everlasting argument, at last transcending 
households, to include in-law and grandchild. Spocks 
and Gesells stand ghost-like in the background. 

Looking to the past, remembering the pleasant 
while forgetting the painful i s as human as the instinct 
for survival. Would the species survive if woman 
r emembered all the pains of childbirth? The comment 
is a platitude in relati on to the interviews above, 
the subjects being deep in middle age . For the young 
t o indulge in similar r eply seems less admissable , 
unt il one r ecalls the child who deeplyloves the womb. 
Each stage of growth is painful breaking off from 
comforts of dependence, as the child is forced to do 
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new things for himself. And yet, we know the young 
crave challenge, demanding independence from an early 
age. 

The dichotomy was evidenced in answers from 
my younger subj ects. _ 

"In high school I had lots of friends, good 
friends, that I could do things with," said Henry, 
who is twenty-three. High school was in a tiny town 
in Tennessee, whose poverty and inactivity drove Henry 
north to earn a living for his wife and child. 

"But don't you have friends here?" I asked . 

His "no" was long and drawn out as if 
spelled with several extra "o"s, making it all the 
more negative. "Only my brothers, and 'her', and the 
kid", he said. 

As we talked on I saw that Henry faces 
responsibility with strength, and further, that he lacLE 
no confidante. "She" and the brothers suffice for 
this. But a family man stays home at night, and shine s 
the car on Sundays. He must not amble down to the 
corner at any odd hour ; and if he did, he would find 
nu IllUL·e .frlend:;) thGre with time on their hands, making 
jokes in lazy southern lingo. The responsibilities 
would be there instead. 

There were other answers in the same tone 
as the ones above . I began to wonder, "Can it be true 
that everyone is happiest when he has least xesponsi
bility, and feels little obligation to his fellow man? ! 
If that were so, then those entrusted with the heavies": 
burdens, the oneD with highest sense of Ollty, those 
who command our most respect, must all be far removed 
from happiness. Could our grea~ politicians, indus
trialists, and scientists be we 7ghted down to ~he 
level of incapacity, perhaps, wlth happy_ memorles, 
only, of a carefree past? 

Such dismal thoughts are not mine alone, I 
find ; more eloquent than I is Harvey Cox of H~r~ard 
in Feast of Fools . * He deplores the loss of JOle de 

* Harvey Cox, Feast of Fools , Harvard Univ Press, 1969 
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vivre in modern man. We must "learn again to dance 
and to dream",* he says . As man works and thinks, 
he incurs ever increasing responsibilities, but he 
must "sing, dance, pray, tell stories, and celebrate".* 
Not just play, in the new intense and yet frivolous 
American way, but ~ celebrate , in a s t a te of festivity. 
"Porpoises and chimpanzees may play . Only man cele
brates ", * to quote from Cox. 

With dramatist Jean Cocteau, Cox differen
tia te s between festivity and frivolity. "Frivolity 
springs not from a joyous confidence in life, but 
from a despairing failure to make any sense of it".* 
The message of Cocteau's s ingle literary work, Le 
Grand Ecart, is the frivolity of taking oneBelf and 
one ' s effort too seriously. Festivity or celebration, 
on the other hand, is saying "yes" to life, an 
affirmation of life and gaiety despite tragedy and 
death. Cox selects Zorba the Greek as an example of 
a man elevated in spirit by inherent festive capability. 

It seemed to me that my first subjects in
dulged themselves in Cocteau's frivolity partly 
because they lacked capacity for celebration, absorbed 
as they were in "remerbrance of things past ", and 
partly because they failed to take the time to learn 
about themselves. I decided to attune myself to 
celebration and .find another Zorba. Instead, I found 
a man of color, Roland Smith. 

On the occaSion of Roland ' s forty- first birth
day I posed my question, being explicit to include 
the present as a likely possibility. With a flashy 
grin of confidence, however, Roland told how his only 
happy time began the day he won his first prize fight 
and ended when he lost his last. 

"Roland, I always thought you were a lover, 
not a fighter," I said, because I have known him only 
as a genial joking sort of fellow, and the father of 
a v ery large family. 

"To tell the truth I am," said Roland, "but 
at the time I guess I just loved fighting. It's the 
best thing I've ever gotten into - tha t's athletically 
speaking, OI course." 
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He expla ined to me LhaL - a::; C:I. llLLle boy , 
in a place today misnamed "the ghe tto", his father 
taught him self defense. As he grew up he put on 
boxing gloves. He sparred, and jogged, and trained, 
and went to bed with punching bags and boxing magazines . 
He left school to work, but every every evening found 
him sweating in some dreary gym or smoke filled Legion 
Hall. At nineteen he was professional. 

Roland tells tall tales about the boxing 
ring as he relives his happy era. But when I asked 
him "why?", I was arrested by his answer . 

"Each fight is a problem . One problem, all 
by itself. I am the only one that solves it, with 
my own wits . Nobody can s,olve it but me . Nobody 
could ever help me, then. It was just my own wits ." 
Roland always talks with his hands, but his whole body 
was moving with these words, to underline their. meaning . 

I thought oI several people I have known, 
extravagantly educated, but without one ounce of common 
sense , and I felt the contrast of listening to this 
sparsely s chooled p~rson, who not only knew himself, 
but could express the knowledge so very well. 

Roland realized, as all boxers do, for all 
I know, that the brain controls the muscle and the 
weapons are the wits. But his joie de vivre ha d be ~n 
the independence of this function . Best of all, he 
knew it. I decided to be in Roland's corner, and never 
try to help him. 

Each fight was a separate problem, Roland 
had said. I asked if the defeats depressed him as 
the wins must have exhilerated him . Definitely not, 
was his reply, because ea ch defeat taught him a lesson, 
which he studied for the next win . 

Then I asked him if he ~ad always found it 
possible to keep cool emot ionally . Knowing nothing 
of the game , I suppos ed tha t hate and anger mi ght be 
useful warm-up preparations, as for a bar-room brawl. 
Particularly I asked h im if racial animosity had been 
a factor in the ring . 

To explain the reason for the question : 
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Although Roland's complexion is o~ a ple~sant choco-. 
late brown, mine tends toward vanIlla whIte. CommunI
cation is quite clear, regardless; because of "soul", 
perhaps? (Without "soul" the races snarl at one 
another , we are told by those who think they know). 
What I wished to know , you see, was whether Roland's 
happiness period coincided with a decrease in racial 
barrier, or a diversion, even, from it. 

Roland laughed loudly at my clumsy curiosity . 
He restrained himself from saying something , then 
laughed louder than before. Serious once more, he 
de clared intently there was never any anger toward 
opponents, white or black. The more he talked, the 
more clear it seemed his fights lacked anger , hate, 
or envy. He was deeply earnest. I could almost hear 
him say his fights were not only non-emotional, but 
non-physical as well, just strictly in~lectual. 
Should not this man have studied chess? 

In fact, his wits had failed him outs,ide the 
boxing ring. With a series of mi s takes, he broke the 
law at twenty-one, and boxed a stretch in prison, 
ending those few happy years . 

Upon release, Roland could not live on wits 
alone, and was unwilling to be helped. A young priest 
knew how to solve this problem. He rehabilitated 
Roland and after a time of guidance, Roland has become 
a very religious family man. In appreciation, Roland 
sired seven children and taught the priest to fight. 

On his forty-first birthday Roland celebrates, 
but not alone ; for this he likes some help. 

Reflecting on Roland's different sort of 
answer, and the other ones received to date, I pondered 
further the common denominator of selfishness in each 
~esfo~se. I wO~dered, is it really possible for an 
lndlYldual to Ilve in. happiness without some subjugation 
~f hlmself? So far , ln my survey, the theme is self 
Indu~g~nce. No one ~ues:ioned recalls a time of loving 
sacrIfIce or. self prIvatIon for the benefit of others. 
No one questlo~ed.relates a flow of paSSion, for a 
person or a prlnclpe, as.his happiest time of life. 
On the contrary, the perIods described with such 
nostalgia are all self-centered carefree intervals 
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between responsibilities, or before responsibilities 
were met. 

Are these, then, just home-sick ramblings 
of. Cocteau's frivolous people, lacking in capacity, 
ever i gnorant of festive happiness? Or, more kindly 
has time dulled th~ true feelings? It is quite 
conceivable, OI course, that the uselessness and 
boredom of an isolated life have been forgotten, and 
only a series of pleasant or glamorous moments is 
remembered. 

Those 01' us who can enjoy a contemplative 
moment in the day may find remarkable the wide diver
sity in formulas for happiness, by so many thinkers 
great and small. The choice is endless, . and one can 
select morsels from many tables, in catering to his 
taste. I select one from the charming inconsistcnciee 
of Marcel Proust, who said that "happiness is benefic:"~ 
for the body , But grief develops the powers of the 
mind". * 

Further on he wrote (and I quote) "Happine sE 
has hardly more than one useful quality, namely to 
make unhappiness possible. In our happiness we shoul
form very sweet bonds, full of confidence and attach
ment, in order that the t earing of them may cause us 
that priceless rending of the heart which is called ~
happiness."* (End quote) 

Following such Gall ic and basic observationE 
relating happiness to unhappiness, we find it less 
quarrelsome to conclude t hat self-sacrifice t o some 
degree mus.t be a fundamental part of happiness. 

To illuminate what in my words may sound 
banal, I quote from Andre Maurois: "Sacrifice, when 
it is unmixed with pride , gives man incomparable joys. 
I heard M. Maurois over thirty years ago tell what 
he had learned through personal misfortunes spanning 
t wo world wars, and the pecul iar decades in between. 

* Marcel Proust, The Past Recaptured 

* Andre Maurois, I Remember, I Remember, Harper 
& Bros. 1942 
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His happiest periods were those when, as he puts it, 
he was delivered through love or charity from vain 
cons ideration of himself. At the time he was penni
less himself, but was delivering a benefit lecture in 
New York for refugees in unoccupied France . A few 
years before, he had been , in France, a millionaire 
in.dustriali s t, and a respected writer, elected to the 
Academie Francaise. In an autobiographical sketch 
he wrote : "To forget oneself is wonderful, and in 
humility, if' it be completely and freely accepted, 
there is immense security ." 

In seeking answers, as I felt I must, to 
fit this tested formula, "To forget oneself is wonder
ful, " and thus complete roy survey, it seemed superfluous 
at times to ask the question . 

A veteran of several wars, decorated and 
disabled, describes with elation a series of engage
ments in which his company was saved from decimation. 
Modestly not mentioned is the fact that each time, 
with self sacrifidal actions, the v eteran himself had 
saved the day. 

A business executive miraculously proceeds 
to save the employees of a corporation from loss of 
jobs , and its stockholders from bankruptcy. His 
sacrifice, a frantic pace and slavish working schedule, 
is s elf abusive to extreme, almost suggesting suicide. 

Another man lives his prime of life in 
continence, devoted to a wife, who, terminally ill 
for years, will die a painful death, but with the 
knowledge of his unbroken fidelity. 

Living in seclusion is a maiden lady of my 
acquaintence, whose periods of greatest happiness were 
working days, even though she always enjoyed financial 
independence. As a nurse in children's hospitals and 
in homes, especially during epidemics, she gave of 
herself to her wards, sacrificing her own health in 
action. She is deeply religious in the most fatalistic 
sense, and expresses thanks to God that he led her 
into this vocation . In her final years she recalls 
the happiness she always felt ~n caring for the sick 
or convalescing children. Without other interests and 
physically infirm she is an uncomplicated specimen 
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of one who found " incomparable joy through sacrifice ". 
There is no doubt that she is a happy woman now, with 
her recollections of specific weeks or months with 
special children. But the happiest times, as she 
affirms, were the weeks and months themselves. 

Are these people too uncomplicated, or are 
they just extremes? We all know some, who, in their 
depths of self-privation, invite question or rebuke. 
But when, from day to day, does s~lflessness become 
self immolation , and sacrifice insane? 

In conclusion, I ask these questions, not 
rhetorically, because in life and literature these 
extremes are seen so clearly . Untrained but curious, 
I look for answers every UdY · In books , in caversa tiono. 
and in thought. 

As advised by M. Maurois, I re-read one nigh
The Hostage of Paul Claudel. The tragic heroine, 
Sygne, performs, for a highly religious young woman, 
the greatest of all sacrifices. For the sake of a 
person and a principle, she marries a man whom she 
despises. Although contentment of a strange sort is 
visible in the writhings of her religious fervor, 
h~~piness is only su~gested for her in the hereafter 
llfe, not assured. ,Fortunately, from a literary 
point of view, she speaks exquisitely throughout her 
ordeal. ) 

Extremes of sacrifice , like Sygne's are 
everywhere in life, in history awl .fantasy_ Of the 
most incomprehensible, of the most clandestine, and 
of the persons charged with madness : one wonders, 
after all, who can know t h eir happiness, or what 
constitutes extreme? 

Louis M. Prince 


